
SIP (through NACH) REGISTRATION CUM MANDATE FORM
 Regular SIP:First Installment of Regular SIP through a Cheque and subsequent investments via National Automated Clearing House (NACH). 
 Micro SIP:First Installment of Regular SIP through a Cheque and subsequent investments via National Automated Clearing House (NACH).
 Renewal/Continuation of existing SIP only if last SIP installment as per current registration is not yet over (pls fill fresh details in following columns).

INVESTMENT DETAILS

REGISTRATION FORM FOR SYSTEMATIC INVESTMENT PLAN WITH (NACH FORM) AFTER INITIAL PURCHASE/RENEWAL OF SIP

Folio No. (for existing unitholders)  

Name of Sole/1st Applicant/Minor/Non-individual Mr./Ms./M/s. (2nd/3rd Holder/s’ name/s will be as per above folio) 

E-mail ID (Capital Letters): _______________________________________________________________________   Mobile No.:   

I/We hereby apply for the following facility under Systematic Investment Facilities (Pl tick only one from each column)
Name of the Scheme /s (Please Mention) Plan (Please ü) Option (Pls mention) Sub-Option (Please üin case of IDCW)

JM � Direct      � Regular � Payout          � Reinvestment

Frequency   -   Weekly (Please ü) Fortnightly (Please ü) Monthly** (Please ü) Quarterly (Please ü) 
� 1st     � 8th   � 15th   � 22nd of the month  � 1st   � 15th of the month � 1st        � 5th     � 10th     � 15th  � 20th     � 25th of the month � 1st  of next month & every quarter thereafter

Installment Amount * Rs. Enrolement Period From To � or Perpetual (i.e until it is cancelled)

** First of the month will be the default frequency if not ticked.

First SIP Cheque details Cheque No. Amount in Rs. Cheque Date:           /          / 202__                         Favouring “JM Financial Mutual Fund”
DEBIT BANK DETAILS
Bank Name: Branch & City A/c. No. Type:    SB     NRE      NRO      Others  

DEMAT ACCOUNT DETAILS (Please ensure that the sequence of names as mentioned in the application form matches with that of the Demat Account held with your Depository Participant).
Please ensure that you submit supporting documents evidencing the accuracy of the demat account details mentioned below. Bank details as per DP’s records will overwrite the existing bank details in the folio.

    National Security Depository Limited (NSDL)     Central Depository Services (India) Limited (CDSL)
Depository Participant’s Name:

DP ID No. IN Beneficiary Account No. Target ID No.

In case of any ambiguity, AMC is at its discretion to either allot units as per Demat information or in physical mode. Kindly refer Statement of Additional Information and Scheme Information Document for details.

DECLARATION & SIGNATURES (Please strike out whichever is not applicable.)
Applicable for SIP Investors only: I/We hereby declare that the particulars given above are correct and express my/our willingness to make payments referred above through participation in NACH /Direct Debit or Standing Instruction. If the transaction 
is delayed or not effected at all, for reasons of incomplete or incorrect information on my/our part or circumstances beyond the control of AMC/its service provider, I/we would not hold the Asset Management Company responsible in any manner. I/We 
hereby authorize JM Financial Mutual Fund and their authorised service providers, to get my/our above bank account debited by NACH /Direct Debit/Standing Instructions towards the collection of monthly/quarterly payments on due SIP dates as opted 
by me/us. In the event of any changes in the bank particulars, I/we will submit a fresh mandate along with a cancellation request for the earlier mandate well in advance. I/We have read and agreed to the terms and conditions mentioned in KIM / Scheme 
Information Document of the scheme.  The ARN holder has disclosed to me/us all the commissions (in the form of trail commission or any other mode), payable to him for the different competing Schemes of various Mutual Funds from amongst which the 
Scheme is being recommended to me/us. Consent for sharing  Information :-   I /We hereby consent to the disclosure/sharing of my/our  personal information to the Judicial /Statutory/ Regulatory Authorities for  the compliance of legal obligation of 
JM Financial AMC/JM Financial Mutual Fund/JM Financial Trustee Co. Pvt. Ltd. I/We also consent to the sharing of the transaction feed of my/our Investment in the above Scheme of JM Financial Mutual Fund with the Registered Investment Advisor (RIA)/
Distributor whose RIA/ARN Code is mentioned above.

Signature of Sole/First Applicant/Guardian Signature of Second Applicant Signature of Third Applicant

Name & ARN of Distributor Internal Sub-Broker Code (as alloted by Distributor) Sub-Broker ARN Employee Unique Identification No. (EUIN)^

E
^Mandatory: Furnishing of EUIN is mandatory for all transactions (Purchase/Switch/SIP/STP) or following declaration should be signed by the investor (Please ü the box).
Declaration: “I/We hereby confirm that the EUIN box has been intentionally left blank by me/us as this transaction is executed without any interaction or advice by the employee/relationship manager/sales person of the above distributor/sub broker or 
notwithstanding the advice of in-appropriateness, if any, provided by the employee/relationship manager/sales person of the distributor/sub broker.”

Signature of Sole/First Applicant/Guardian Signature of Second Applicant Signature of Third Applicant
“Upfront commission shall be paid directly by the investor to the AMFI registered Distributor based on the investor’s assessment of various factors including the service rendered by the distributor”.

DEBIT MANDATE FORM NACH 
                                                       UMRN :     Date       

                                      Sponsor Bank Code :                             Utility Code  

 I/We hereby authorize :     JM Financial Mutual Fund   to debit (tick  ü)    SB / CA / CC / SB-NRE / SB-NRO / Other

 Bank a/c number :                                   
with Bank       IFSC      or MICR    

an amount of Rupees         ` 

FREQUENCY    Mthly    Qtly    H-Yrly     Yrly   ü    As & when presented                                                                                Debit Type        Fixed Amount    ü    Maximum Amount

Reference 1                                                Folio No:            Optional     Phone No.  

Reference 2                                                Appln No:          Optional     Email ID     IN CAPITAL
                               I/We agree for the debit of mandate processing charges by the bank whom I am/we are authorizing to debit my/our account as per latest schedule of charges of the bank.

 Signature of Account Holder Signature of Account Holder Signature of Account Holder            
   

 Name as in Bank Record Name as in Bank Record Name as in Bank Record         
   

        •    This is to confirm that the declaration has been carefully read, understood & made by me/us. I am/We are authorizing the user entity / corporate to debit my/our account.

           •    I/We have understood that I am/we are  authorized to cancel / amend this mandate by appropriately communicating the cancellation / amendment request to the User entity / corporate or the bank where I/We have authorized the debit.

Tick ( ü )
CREATE
MODIFY
CANCEL

PERIOD 

From                    
to                          
or                          Until Cancelled

Applicable for Lumpsum Additional Purchases as well as SIP Registrations

1. 2. 3.

ICIC0TREA00 ICIC00261000001992



FOR SYSTEMATIC INVESTMENT/TRANSFER/WITHDRAWAL PLANS
The existing and prospective Investor/s is/are advised to refer to the Scheme Information Document/s and Key Information Memorandum of the respective scheme(s) carefully before applying for the enrollment under the Systematic 
Plan/s. 
The facilities under Systematic Plans  are available  to investors in all the open-ended schemes of JM Financial Mutual Fund except for STP/SWP from JM Tax Gains Fund being ELSS (Equity Linked Savings Scheme) of Govenment of 
India where each investment is under a lock-in period of three years. These facilities are subject to changes from time to time. 
The Clause on “Minimum Investment Criteria” as specified in the Scheme Information Document of the respective scheme/plan/option/sub-options will not be applicable for investments made through the first installment of 
Systematic Investment /Transfer Plan . For example, the minimum investment amount for  investment in JM Corporate Bond Fund is Rs.5,000/-. However, in case of investment through SIP/STP (Systematic Investment/Transfer Plan), 
an investor can invest with minimum installment amount of Rs.500/- or more per  week/fortnight/month or Rs. 3000/- or more  per quarter or opt for Chhota STP for  Rs 100/- so as to meet the Minimum Investment Amount over 
the opted period.
The terms & conditions for respective Systematic Plans are mentioned hereunder:
SPECIAL PRODUCTS / FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SYSTEMATIC PLANS
Systematic Plans Are Available To The Investors Through Systematic Investment Plan (“SIP”)/ Systematic Transfer Plan (“STP”) and Systematic Withdrawal Plan (SWP).
All the terms and conditions (including the provisions of load structure & lock-in period) applicable on the date of registration i.e. date of initial investment will also be applicable for all future SIP/STP/SWP installments as well i.e. 
Registration concept except for special SIP where the terms and conditions (including load & lock-in period) applicable on the date of first installment would be applicable for all future installments.
All applicants are deemed to have accepted the terms and conditions upon submitting the valid application form with other requisites for investment under Systematic Plans.
The AMC reserves the right to change the terms of these facilities from time to time.
Default Option for all SIP/STP-Out/SWP
In case, the Investor does not mention the start date or end date under the SIP/STP-out/SWP, the 1st of the subsequent month, after completing 30 days from the date of registration, will be considered as the default SIP/STP-out/
SWP date and the SIP/STP-out/SWP will be treated to have been opted on Perpetual basis. However, the facility on Perpetual Basis will also be subject to the other applicable terms and conditions.
An investor wishing to avail of the Systematic Investment Plan will have to mandatorily abide by the following conditions in order to be treated as a valid investment.
A. SYSTEMATIC INVESTMENT PLAN (SIP)
Under this facility, by investing a fixed amount at regular intervals, the Unitholders can take advantage of the benefits of Rupee Cost Averaging, at the same time investing a fixed amount regularly in a disciplined manner to build 
a good corpus to meet his future needs.
An Investor has the option to hold the units in demat or physical form under SIP.
The Scheme offers Systematic Investment Plans (SIP) to the willing investors as per the terms and conditions mentioned in the Scheme Offer Documents. The SIP Facility is subject to changes from time to time at the discretion of 
the AMC.
The features of the SIP on offer are as under:
JM Financial Mutual Fund under this Scheme offers following Systematic Investment Plans on Weekly, Fortnightly, Monthly and Quarterly Installment basis.
Minimum Number of installments & Frequency
An investor wishing to avail of the Systematic Investment Plan will have to mandatorily abide by the following conditions in order to be treated as a valid SIP investment.

Facility Frequency Permissible Dates Period Minimum Gap 
to start 
Instalment.

Minimum Amount Minimum Number of 
installments

Minimum 
Discontinuation 
Notice period from 
Investor

Auto Cancellation 
Condition

SIP 

Weekly
1st, 8th, 15th & 22nd of 

the month

Any period or 
Perpetual 

30 calendar days

Rs. 500/-  or more in multiples of Re 1/- for 
each instalment

12 or more but minimum 
10 must be successful 

15 Calendar days for  
physical request and 
7 calendar days for 

the requests received 
on Online Portals.

In case,  5 
consecutive 

instalments fail due 
to insufficient funds

Rs. 1000/-  or more in multiples of Re 1/- for 
each instalment

6 or more but minimum 5 
must be successful

Fortnightly 1st and 15th of the month

Rs. 500/-  or more in multiples of Re 1/- for 
each instalment

12 or more but minimum 
10 must be successful 

Rs. 1000/-  or more in multiples of Re 1/- for 
each instalment

6 or more but minimum 5 
must be successful

Monthly
1st, 5th,10th,15th, 20th  

& 25th

Rs. 500/-  or more in multiples of Re 1/- for 
each instalment

12 or more but minimum 
10 must be successful 

Rs. 1000/-  or more in multiples of Re 1/- for 
each instalment

6 or more but minimum 5 
must be successful

Quarterly
1st of any calendar month 

and subsequently every 
quarter 

Rs. 3000/-  or more in multiples of Re 1/- for 
each instalment

2 or more where atleast 
1st 2 Installments should 
be successful

In case, first 2 
instalments fail due 
to insufficient funds.

The above conditions are to be fulfilled in addition to other conditions for each SIP cycle independently, failing which the respective SIP will be treated as invalid and will be subject to refund/auto redemption/revertal & reprocessing 
etc as per the discretion of the AMC. No two or more SIP cases will be clubbed to determine the fulfillment of Minimum Investment Criteria and all SIPs registered for a particular Option/Date/ Frequency should comply the 
requirements independently.
The Investors may please note that the above dates are merely meant for initiating the process for debiting the SIP Installment amounts into their specified Bank Account/s . The NAV for the allotment of units will be applied based 
on the receipt of the credit of the respective SIP Installment/s and availability of the same for utilization in the AMC’s respective Scheme’s Bank Account before the stipulated time in terms of SEBI Circular No. SEBI/HO/IMD/DF2 /CIR/
P2020/175 dated September 17, 2020.
The Investor is required to make separate application for different opted due dates for each Option of the respective Scheme . In case, any of SIP due date/s fall/s on any Non-Business day/s, the AMC/RTA will arrange to initiate the 
process of realization of SIP Installments amount on the next Business Day/s. In the event of receipt of credit for any SIP instalment on a non-business day, the NAV of the next business day for non-liquid funds and the NAV of a 
calendar day prior to next business day for Liquid/Overnight fund will be applied as per SEBI guidelines.
Tenure (Period ) of SIP: An investor has the choice to opt for :
1. Specified Period : subject to the minimum number of installments as per above table.
2. Perpetual SIP: An investor who does not want to opt for any specific period, may opt for Perpetual SIP i.e. without mentioning any fixed period for his SIP. Perpetual SIP can be cancelled/discontinued at any time through the 
written signed request by the investor or on account of automatic discontinuation/cancellation in terms of provisions of the facility e.g. failure of 5 continuous installments for a particular monthly SIP date or failure of 2 continuous 
installments in case of Quarterly SIP Date if the Investor’s Bank rejects the transaction due to to the reasons attributable to the investor or his Banker e.g. insufficient funds etc.
The features and other terms & conditions of the SIP are as under:
Type of SIPs : Investment under SIP can be done through Regular SIP or Micro SIP or Corporate SIP
1. Regular SIP
JM Financial Mutual Fund offers two types of Systematic Investment Plans i.e. Regular SIP and Micro SIP In case of Regular SIP, the investor will have to attach a Cheque/ Demand Draft towards initial investment i.e. first installment 
or lumpsum
amount equal to or more than minimum subscription amount under an option of the scheme. Alternatively, the investor can make the payment of initial investor/Ist SIP Installment through any of the Electronic mode e.g. IMPS/
NEFT/ RTGS etc. However, for subsequent installments, the investor has to submit the Auto debit (NACH) form duly signed and filled in completely .
As an Investor-friendly measure and in order to simplify the procedure, an investor may subscribe to Special SIP for which he is not required to submit the cheque/ demand draft/remit towards initial investment i.e. first installment 
as is required under Regular SIP. The first installment in such a case will also be debited through Auto Debit (i.e. through NACH) process on the opted due date as mentioned in following para.
While all other terms and conditions of Regular SIP will be applicable for this SIP as well except for the following changes:
(i)  No Cheque is required for initial investment i.e. first installment. Hence, it will work like Zero balance account of any Bank.
(ii)  The process of credit realization for the first installment for such SIP will be initiated on the next opted due date out of any due dates mentioned in the above table as per the frequency selected by the investor e.g. any of the 

6 SIP Dates (1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, 20th,25th of every month in case of Monthly SIP and Ist of subsequent calendar month under Quarterly SIP ) opted by the investor . However, there should be a gap of atleast 30 days after the 
submission of valid application form with other required documents, for initiating the process of debiting Investor’s Account .

TERMS, CONDITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS



 The SIP investment in such a case will be subject to the terms and conditions (including loads etc) as are applicable to the Regular SIP on the 1st SIP due (debit) date when the process of debiting his first installment will be 
initiated and not as applicable on the date of submission of valid SIP application with other required documents as in the Regular SIP. In other words, the 1st SIP Start date will be treated as the registration date for such SIP. 
Further, the same provision will be applied in case the cheque for initial investment/1st SIP fails but 2nd instalment is through.

2. Micro SIP: Applicable for investors investing Rs. 50000/- per year on rolling basis through SIP. Investors are requested to go through the other details in subsequent paras under the title “Micro SIP”
3. Corporate SIP: Systematic Investment Plan for Corporate Employees may opt for the Systematic Investment Plan available to them. In this case, the concerned employer is required to forward the Scheme application cum SIP 

registration mandate form of the corporate employees who desire to invest in the Scheme. The application amount for the corporate employees would also be forwarded by the employer on specific request from the concerned 
employee. The concerned employee has to authorize the employer to deduct the application amount from his salary and remit the same to the Fund at regular intervals to ensure receipt of funds by the AMC on or before the 
next due date. Other terms and condition of respective SIP and Schemes will be applicable.

Micro Systematic Investment Plan (Micro SIP)
According to SEBI’s letter dated June 19, 2009 to AMFI ,under Micro SIP, the investor is exempted to furnish the copy of PAN Card provided his total contribution through Micro SIP (including all schemes/options/dates etc) does not 
exceed Rs. 50,000/- during any financial year (April to March) or on a rolling period of 12 months. However, such investments are subject other operational guidelines.
•  The investor under Micro SIP is required to submit an attested copy of any of 13 identification documents mentioned in the Key Information Memorandum. This facility is available to individual investors including Minors & 

NRIs and Sole Proprietorship firms. Other categories including PIOs, HUFs, non-individuals etc are not eligible. Micro SIP investors have to be KYC compliant (through SEBI appointed KRA) and should attach KYC form, proof of 
identity, address etc alongwith purchase application and cheque. Please refer to para on KYC process.

•  Micro SIP will be subject to common KYC process through KRA (e.g. C-KYC , M/s CVL etc). This exemption will be applicable ONLY to investments by individuals (including NRIs but not PIOs), Minors and Sole proprietary firms. 
HUFs and other categories will not be eligible for Micro SIPs. The exemption is applicable to joint holders also.

 The minimum investment criteria will not be applicable in case any Micro SIP application is found to be invalid/defective and the amount collected initially will remain in the folio and no refund to be made for the units already 
allotted. However, redemption will be permitted for the same based on the request by investor on the normal prescribed Redemption Transaction slip.

•  RTA back-office will reject a Micro SIP application where it is found that the registration of the application will result in the aggregate of Micro SIP installments in a financial year exceeding Rs 50,000 or where there are 
deficiencies in supporting documents.

 Other terms and conditions of normal SIP remain unchanged and are applicable for Micro SIP investors as well.

Default Option for SIP

The Investor is required to furnish all the stipulated details in the Application, SIP Mandate, NACH Forms etc . However, in case, any Investor fails to mention the “ start date” and/ or “end date” for the SIP Installment , the 1st of the 
subsequent month, after completing 30 days from the date of registration of SIP, will be considered as the default SIP Installment date and the SIP will be treated to have been opted on Perpetual basis. However, the facility on 
Perpetual Basis will also be subject to the other applicable terms and conditions.

Modes of Subscription to SIP: The SIP can be subscribed through any of the following modes:

a. Auto Debit Facility (Through NACH Debit): It is available in RBI’s all NACH locations (current and future) and covers all banks participating in the respective NACH clearing locations The Bank Account Holder/s has/have to sign 
the Authorization Request Form meant for Bank in case of Auto SIP in the same order as they maintain their bank account either offline or online.

To avail of the facility of Auto Debit (through NACH) for Regular SIP from the second SIP installment onwards and from 1st installment for Special SIP, the applicant is required submit a physical NACH Form duly signed by all the joint 
holders in the same order as they hold the Bank Account or through online. Through NACH form , the service provider of the AMC will arrange for the debit of Investor’s stipulated Bank Account on the opted due dates of SIP chosen 
by him and credit the installment amount to the Bank Account of JM Financial Mutual Fund. The contribution through Auto Debit Facility (through any of the modes) will start from Ist/IInd installment onwards in case of Special & 
Regular SIP respectively as approx. 30 days’ time is required for registration of Auto Debit Mandates with Investor’s Bank.

b. Stock Exchange Platforms of BSE/NSE : The Investor can avail this facility through his Distributor/Investment Advisor.

i. XSIP/SIP Facility from BSE Exchange’s Star Platform

ii. SIP Facility from NSE’s MFSS (Mutual Fund Service System)/NMF (NSE Mutual Fund) Platform

iii. ICEX platform introduced by Indian Commodity Exchange Ltd. (ICEX)

Procedure for subscribing the SIP

The Investor has to submit an application under the Scheme alongwith SIP Mandate form & NACH form duly signed with other required documents in physical form or online. He is also required to deposit a cheque/DD towards initial 
purchase equivalent to the Initial Minimum Investment Amount per Option of the Scheme or equivalent to the Ist SIP Instalment for registering for the Regular SIP . Alternatively, the investor may deposit such initial investment/
installment amount through any of the electronic modes e.g. NEFT/RGTS/IMPS/Direct Credit . However, in such a case, he is required to submit a copy of the cancelled cheque from the respective Bank Account in addition to other 
required documents. 

To avail of the facility of Auto Debit (NACH) for SIP from the second SIP installment onwards, the applicant is required to give standing instructions to his bankers in the prescribed form to debit his Bank Account/s at opted SIP Due 
date periodically and credit the installment amount to the Bank Account of JM Financial Mutual Fund directly or through any of the service providers appointed by the AMC.

The Auto Debit (NACH) form for debiting Investor’s Account for SIP installments should be signed by all the joint holders of the Bank Account in the same order respectively as they hold the Bank Account concerned.

The Investor is advised to contact the nearest ISC (Investor Service Centre) for current list of Banks where NACH facility is available. The list of Banks for Auto Debit (through NACH) may be modified/updated/changed/removed at 
any time in future, entirely at the discretion of JM Financial Mutual Fund / NPCI (National Payment Corporation Of India) without assigning any reason. The AMC may endeavour to provide appropriate prior notice to the respective 
investors in case of any such deletion in the list of Banks on best efforts basis. In case of removal of any Bank from the current list, the Auto SIP instructions for investors in Banks will stand automatically discontinued. The AMC/its 
Trustees, its Registrars and other service providers will not be responsible, if the transaction is delayed or not effected or the investor’s Bank Account is debited in advance or on any date other than the specifically opted SIP date 
due to various cycles of NACH/Clearing or due to any other reason.

Documents required for subscription of SIP: To subscribe to investment through SIP, an Investor has to submit the following documents:

• Scheme Application cum SIP Registration Form

• Auto Debit (through NACH) Registration cum Mandate Form

• Copy of C-KYC/ KYC (through KRA)

• Copy of PAN Cards for all the joint holders (Exempted under Micro SIP) (duly linked with Aadhar from stipulated date)

• FATCA/CRS Declaration Form for all the joint holders

• A photo copy of the cheque/cancelled cheque from the same account from where future SIP installments are to be debited for MICR/IFSC Code verification.

• Locally Payable Cheque/DD/electronic transfer for Initial Investment cum 1st SIP Installment Amount (NOT REQUIRED FOR SPECIAL SIP CASES)

The investor should write the SIP Form No. /Folio No. and the first applicant’s name on the reverse of the cheque/DD accompanying the SIP Form for Regular SIP

Terms and conditions for investments though Systematic Investment Plan (“SIP”)

The existing and prospective Investor is/are advised to refer carefully to the Key Information Memorandum of the Scheme before applying for the enrollment under the Systematic Investment Plan.

In order to treat an application as a valid SIP application, the investor should mandatorily abide by/comply with the following terms and conditions in addition to the above. Hence, the prospective Investor is advised to go through 
carefully before applying for the enrollment under the Systematic Plans.

Investors are requested to go through the para on Transaction charges elsewhere in this document. They may also refer to SAI (Statement of Additional Information ) for details on third party payments.

1.  The current cut off time and all other SEBI guidelines issued/modified from time to time will be applicable for the allotment/redemption of units for investments through SIP as well besides other applicable guidelines.

2.  Initial Investment Amount may not be equal to subsequent SIP Installments (Excluding Special SIP), provided the Minimum Investment criteria of the Scheme/plan are met through the Initial Investments itself. However, all 
subsequent SIP Installments must be of the same Amount. The load structure & lock-in conditions for the Initial Investment & subsequent SIP will be as per the rates/terms applicable on the date of Initial Investment i.e the 
Registration Date in case of Regular SIP and Ist installment in case of Special SIP.

3.  Under Regular SIP, the first investment has to be made through physical cheque/DD payable locally at the place of submission of the application. The cheque/DD has to be of any current/valid date and not a post dated one on 
the date of submission of such applications. The investor can alternatively make initial investment or the payment of Ist Installment at the time of initial application for SIP , through any of electronic modes like IMPS/NEFT/
RTGS etc but he needs to attach a copy of cheque from the same Bank Account with the application 

4.  A Minimum of 30 days’ time is required for the next installment of SIP through Auto Debit (NACH) to take place after the initial application for each set of separate SIP date/Option of the Scheme (if opted for multiple dates 
other than All SIP dates through single form). Similarly, the second SIP installment of the same opted SIP due date in case of monthly/quarterly frequency should not fall in the same calendar month.

5.  In the event of any of the installment amount being different, the AMC will treat all SIP installments as normal/additional investments and such investments will be subject to normal load and other provision as applicable 
on the respective dates of SIP investments. In order to treat such installments as normal investments, the AMC reserves the right to revert and reprocess all previous SIP installments besides discontinuation of SIP for future 
installments or alternatively the AMC may recover/recall/reverse/withdraw the given exemptions/benefits directly from investor or by redeeming the equivalent units from the respective folio. In addition, the AMC will also 
charge exit load as applicable on the normal investment based on the dates of respective SIP installments. In the event of non-fulfillment of minimum subscription criteria due to non-fulfillment of the other conditions or 
discontinuation of the SIP on the request by the investor, the AMC reserves the right to redeem/refund with current valuation on the date of review by the AMC.



6.  The Investor is required to ensure that at no point , his five (5) consecutive SIP installments should ever fail due to the reasons attributable to him due to insufficiency of funds/other reasons or his Banker. In case of quarterly 
frequency, such failures should not be for first two installments. However, in case of any rejection by local clearing house/RBI citing reasons like ‘Account closed‘ or ‘non-existent account’ or any such other similar reasons, the 
SIP for future period will be treated as cancelled/ discontinued after first such rejection itself, at the discretion of the AMC.

7.  In the event of non-receipt of funds for the first investment/Ist SIP installment itself due to dishonour of the cheque/payment instrument, the SIP will automatically be treated as discontinued ab –initio and amount for 
subsequent installment will be refunded, if it is not possible to convert the Regular SIP to Special SIP as per the provisions of the Special SIP.

8.  In order to be treated as a valid SIP application, minimum investment amount criteria as per the Scheme Information Document of the particular option of the scheme e.g Rs. 5,000/- should be received by the AMC as per details 
mentioned in the above table during the opted period.

9.  The Clause on“Minimum Amount of subscription” as specified in the Scheme Information Document of the Scheme/Plan/Option will not be applicable for investments made through the first installment of Systematic Investment 
Plan but will be subject to the fulfillment of minimum investment criteria and minimum installment criteria, during the minimum permissible opted period through SIP ( e.g. atleast through 5 out of the first 6 or 10 out of 12 
weekly/fortnightly/monthly installments or 2 out of the first 2 installments in case of Quarterly). For example, the minimum investment amount for the Initial investment in the scheme is Rs.5,000/- for each Option of the 
Scheme. However, in case of SIP, an investor can invest with minimum installment amount of Rs.500/- or Rs. 1,000/- per month so as to meet the Minimum Investment Amount over the opted period. i.e. 10/5 months.

10.  In case of a Regular SIP, the AMC will retain the initial investment made towards the 1st SIP installment as normal investment if the same meets the minimum investment criteria of the Scheme and will not refund even if it 
does not fulfill any of the criteria stipulated for a valid SIP. However, the investor may redeem/switch-out such invested amount , if he so wishes, by submitting redemption/switch-out requests as per normal procedure.

11.  In case, any of SIP , if any due date fall on a Non-Business day, the process of realization on the next Business Day will be initiated. However, the units for all the installments will be allotted based on the NAV for the date of 
realization of respective installments and receipt of their credit into the Scheme’s Bank Account maintained by the Fund before the stipulated cut-off time as per SEBI guidelines effective from 1st February, 2021.

12.  The cheque/demand draft/payment instrument should be drawn in favour of the Scheme chosen (e.g. “JM Corporate Bond Fund”) duly crossed as “A/C Payee Only” and payable locally i.e. drawn on any Bank, which is situated 
at or is a member of the Bankers Clearing House located at the place where the SIP application is submitted. In case of outstation cheques/payment instrument, if accepted by the AMC, the AMC shall credit the unit holder’s 
account with the number of units at the applicable sale price on the day when clear funds are received by the Fund before the stipulated cut-off time of the respective Business Day.

13.  Returned/Dishonoured cheques/NACH/Direct Credit failures will not be presented again for realization if the reasons for returns are attributable to the investor/s.

14.  The list of banks for Auto Debit (through NACH) as mentioned above may be modified/updated/ changed/ removed at any time by NPCI. In case of removal of any city/bank from the current list, the Auto SIP instructions for 
investors in such locations/ banks will stand automatically discontinued. The AMC/Trustees, its Registrars and other service providers will not be responsible, if the transaction is delayed or not effected or the investor’s bank 
account is debited in advance or after the specific SIP date due to various cycles of NACH/Clearing, due to any reason.

15.  The investor may choose any of the above mentioned SIP dates (.e.g. 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, 20th or 25th of the month in case of monthly SIP and 1st of the month in case of Quarterly SIP etc.), subject to the applicable terms 
& conditions and submit a separate application and other documents for each date and each Option of the Scheme. Likewise, the Investor is required to specify clearly the frequency of SIP (i.e. Weekly/Fortnightly/Monthly/
Quarterly) in each such SIP application, failing which Monthly frequency will be taken as the default frequency. Separate set of complete application form (including separate KYC/PAN/Cheque etc) with required documents is 
required to be submitted for each SIP date for each Option of the Scheme . Any single application if received with multiple choices will be summarily rejected and the amount of initial investment refunded without any interest 
as and when detected, if the amount of the same is less than the minimum investment limit fixed for allotment of units in a particular Scheme/Plan/Option/sub-option. In case, the amount invested is equivalent or more than 
the amount required for meeting the minimum investment criteria, through 1st installment, the same would be construed as a normal investment for allotment of units in the Scheme and shall be redeemed only on the basis 
of the redemption request made by the investor.

16.  In case, any particular SIP due date falls on a non-business day or falls during a book closure period, the immediate next business day will be considered for the purpose of initiating the process of realization of SIP Instalment’s 
amount. However, the NAV of the Business Day will be applied when the funds are available into the respective Scheme’s Bank Account maintained by JM Financial Mutual before the SEBI stipulated cut-off of the Scheme , 
irrespective of the SIP Installment amount , in terms of SEBI guidelines effective from 1st February, 2021

17.  The Investment cum SIP Enrolment Form complete in all respects may be submitted at any of the ISCs (Investor Service Centres ) of JM Financial Mutual Fund or its Registrar & Transfer Agent M/s KFin Technologies Pvt. Ltd. In 
case of SIP through Auto Debit (i.e. NACH in specified cities/locations ), an additional form known as the SIP Auto Debit Registration cum Mandate Form (through NACH) or is also required to be submitted at the time of opting 
for SIP. Alternatively, the investors may apply for SIP through any of the Online Channel Partners of the AMC or through any of the Exchange Platforms or the online platforms provided by JM Financial Mutual Fund or its Registrar 
i.e. M/s. KFin Technologies Private Limited by complying with the required procedure as stipulated by them .

18.  By signing and submitting the required documents including NACH Form, the investor is deemed to have agreed to abide by the terms and conditions of the SIP Facility offered and the NACH facility of NPCI (National Payment 
Clearing Corporation)/Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in case of SIP through NACH. Kindly refer SAI for details on third party payments.

19.  The AMC reserves the right to change the terms and conditions of this facility from time to time and the same would be applicable to the existing SIP investors as well to the extent applicable and not exempted from.

20.  Conversion Of Regular SIP To Special SIP:  The AMC at its discretion can treat the investment made under Regular SIP as having been made under Special SIP if the 1st payment instrument bounces back as unpaid whereas 
payment for 2nd installment is received in the meantime. However, in such an event, all the provisions of Special SIP will be applicable including load structure as applicable on the date of 1st installment through Special SIP 
(i.e. 2nd installment through Regular SIP). Accordingly the AMC/its Registrar will re- register the period of subscription through Special SIP by curtailment/postponement of the opted period suitably.

Renewal/Continuation of existing SIP :

In case, the existing SIP investor under the Scheme is willing to continue/extend his/her/their existing SIP in the same Plan/Option of the Scheme for further period of 12 or more months, he/she/they may do by submitting a fresh 
Auto Debit (NACH) Form well before the expiry of last SIP due date to avoid break in SIP period and render it to be invalid. There is no need to submit any fresh Common Application Form for such renewals.

Termination/Discontinuation of SIP:

1.  Auto termination :

a.  In the event of an Investor not meeting any one or more of the above mentioned criteria, the SIP will stand terminated and the investor will be required to make a fresh SIP application if he is desirous of availing this facility in 
future again . The fresh application will be subject to the current terms and conditions of the Scheme/Plan/Option.

b.  The SIP will also stand terminated if the funds for 5 continuous installments are not realised by the Scheme for the reasons attributable to the Investors or his Bankers in case of weekly/fortnightly/monthly and first 2 installments 
in case of Quarterly SIP.

c.  The AMC at its Discretion may also treat the SIP as discontinued if the minimum number of SIP investments as per the minimum Investment criteria are not completed within the stipulated time-frame and may refund the 
amount after redeeming the outstanding units at current NAV suo moto.

d.  It is hereby clarified that any rejection by the Local Clearing House/ RBI/NPCI/respective Bank citing ‘Account Closed’ or ‘non existent account’ or other similar reasons, will lead to cancellation of the SIP for subsequent periods, 
after the first such rejection, at the discretion of the AMC. The Investor in such cases has to apply afresh.

e.  In case , the funds for the Ist SIP Instalment are not realized and the condition of minimum investment amount is not made initially, then the SIP will be treated as discontinued as per the discretion of the AMC.

2.  On request by the investor:

a.  For National Automated Clearing House (NACH) cases : For discontinuation of SIP through NACH debit, the cancellation/discontinuation request signed by the unitholder/s should reach the AMC/ Registrar at least 15 
Calendar days (7 days for online SIP) prior to the due date for next SIP installment, failing which the discontinuation request will be considered from the subsequent SIP installment onwards.

 In view of the time required by respective Banks to complete the process of cancellation, the units towards such SIP installments will continue to be allotted for the subsequent installments after the receipt of cancellation/ 
discontinuation request or until the respective Banks confirm having noted the cancellation of debit instructions/stop transferring the funds to the Fund,. Thereafter, the SIP will be automatically discontinued for allotment of 
units for future instalments. Any credit received thereafter from the Bank towards the subsequent installments for any reasons, will be kept in abeyance for refund to unit holders at the earliest, without any interest/ accruals/ 
benefits or without allotting the units.

SIP Pause Facility: SIP pause is a facility which facilitates the investors to pause his existing SIP for a temporary period. SIP can be paused for a minimum period of 1 month and upto a maximum period of 6 months during the 
opted period of pause in respect of each SIP due date.

Following are the broader terms and conditions for the SIP Pause Facility:

1)  Under the SIP Pause Facility, the investor has an option to temporarily stop any of the existing ongoing SIP for a specified period of time ranging from 1 month to 6 months or upto the remaining period of respective SIP whichever 
is earlier.

2)  The SIP shall re-start automatically from the immediate next eligible instalment after the completion of selected pause period. 

3)  The investor can submit the SIP Pause Form at any of the Official Points of Acceptance of JM Financial Mutual Fund or of its Registrar M/s KFin Technologies Pvt. Ltd or on its Online Portals.

4)  The SIP Pause request form should be submitted at least 30 calendar days prior to the next SIP due date for implementation. However, online pause will be effected within 15 days on best efforts basis.

5)  The SIP Pause form can be used for a single SIP due date for the respective folio(s). Separate forms are required in case of making a request for pause under multiple SIP frequencies/due dates/folios. The details like Folio No/
Scheme/Plan/Option/ Frequency/SIP Due date/s /Period of pause etc should be clearly and completely filled in the form to avoid any ambiguity and consequent rejections.

6)  Investors can avail this facility only once in the tenure of the existing SIP under a particular Option of the respective Scheme/Plan in a Folio for the respective SIP due date.

7)  In case, the investor has more than one live SIP in a single folio in the same scheme with same SIP date / amount, then the first registeredSIP would be paused.

8) SIP Pause facility will be available for SIPs registered under all frequencies through Offline and AMC’s own web portals . However, this facility is not available for the SIPs registered/ sourced through MFU or any of the Exchange 
Platforms (i.e. NSE/BSE/ICEX) or Online Portals of any of the Channel Partners/RIAs/Distributors.

9)  Signature(s) of the investor/s on the Pause Form should be as per mode and order of holding in the respective folio. The form can be signed by any of the joint holder(s) in case the mode of holding/operations of the folio is 



‘Either or Survivor‘. However, in case of joint holding, all the unit holders have to sign.

10)  The investor/s agree(s) to indemnify and not hold the AMC/Trustees/Sponsors and their employees, the R&T agent and the other service providers, responsible in case his/her/their Bank is not able to effect/stop any of the 
payment instructions for any reason whatsoever.

11)  In view of time required to effect the pause in SIP, the AMC will allot the units as per existing process in case the debit feeds are already triggered and shared with the service providers and funds for which are received

12)  Investor cannot cancel the SIP Pause once registered.

13)  The AMC reserves the right to terminate this facility or modify the terms & conditions of the SIP Pause facility at its discretion at any time.

B.  SYSTEMATIC TRANSFER PLAN (“STP”) / SYSTEMATIC WITHDRAWAL PLAN (“SWP”)

 In addition to SIP Facility, the Scheme also offers STP and SWP facilities which have been explained in detail below:

 STP provides for transfer of specified amount from one Scheme/Plan/Option in which the original investment is made to any other Scheme/ Plan/Option of JM Financial Mutual Fund, on a specified date or at the end of specified 
periodic interval viz., either daily, weekly, fortnightly, monthly or quarterly.

 Minimum no. of installments & Frequency for STP

 The investor may choose any or multiple dates/frequencies for meeting his investment goals from the following table . However, he is required to make a separate application for each such combination.

Systematic Transfer Plan (STP) - The minimum amount for transfer and available dates for STP are as under:

Facility Frequency Permissible Dates Period Minimum Gap to 
start Instalment

Minimum Amount Minimum Number of 
installments

Minimum 
Discontinuation 
Notice period from 
Investor

Auto Cancellation 
Condition

STP

Daily Daily 

Any 
period or 
Perpetual 

15 Calendar Days 
for Offline and 2 
Business Days for 

Online Registration

Rs. 100/- each instalment. 
Further in multiples of Re 1/-

60

15 Calendar Days for 
Offline and 2 Business 

Days for Online  
cancellation request

In case 50 Installments 
during initial 90 days are 
not effected successfully.

Weekly 
1st, 8th, 15th, 22nd of the 

month

Rs. 500/- or more in multiple 
of Re 1/- upto Rs. 999/- for 
each Instalment

12 or more but minimum 10 
must be effected

In case 5 consecutive STP - 
out installments fail.

Rs. 1000/- each instalment. 
Further in multiples of Re 1/-

6 or more but minimum 5 must 
be  effected.

Fortnightly 1st and 15th of the month 

Rs. 500/- or more in multiple 
of Re 1/- upto Rs. 999/- for 
each Instalment

12 or more but minimum 10 
must be effected

Rs. 1000/- each instalment. 
Further in multiples of Re 1/-

6 or more but minimum 5 must 
be effected

Monthly 
1st, 5th,10th,15th, 20th  

& 25th

Rs. 500/- or more in multiple 
of Re 1/- upto Rs. 999/- for 
each Instalment

12 or more but minimum 10 
must be effected

Rs. 1000/- each instalment. 
Further in multiples of Re 1/-

6 or more but minimum 5 must 
be effected

Quarterly 1st of any calendar month and 
subsequently every quarter 

Rs. 3000/- each Instalment. 
Further in multiples of Re 1/-

2 or more where atleast 1st 2 
Installments should be effected

In case, first 2 STP - out 
instalments fail.

Note: In case, the opted STP due date falls on a non-business day, the next business day shall be deemed to be the transaction day for that month/quarter .
In case 5 out of the first 6 installments in monthly / weekly / fortnightly and first two in case of quarterly option are effected, the STP’s will be treated as valid and there will be no revertal and reprocess with recovery of load.
Or In the event of failure of two consecutive STP installments, the STP request will stand terminated and the investor will have to make a fresh application for availing of this facility subject to the current term & conditions applicable 
for fresh STP cases. It is clarified that the condition of minimum number of installments as mentioned in the above table are required at a specified opted date and for a specific Option/ sub-option level . Separate application is 
required for each option/sub-option for respective due date(s).
In case, it is not possible for the AMC/Registrar to start the STP from the opted start date due to the insufficiency of time given by the investor, the AMC/Registrar will automatically process the first STP on the opted date from the 
next month after the opted starting month e.g. in case, the investor applies for STP on 18th January, 2022 for effecting Ist STP from 1st February, 2022, AMC/Registrar may process the same from 1st March, 2022 and so on. In such 
a case, the ending period will be extended automatically by another month.
STP Frequencies:
1. Normal STP: An investor may choose any of the due dates for effecting STP from the above table based on his/her/their choice for a Weekly/ Fortnightly/Monthly/Quarterly STP . The investor may choose multiple dates and 
multiple frequencies for any Options of any Scheme as per his perception/need/risk-diversification by submitting separate application form.
The investor has the following options for Daily STP based on the needs and desire to diversify and benefit from the market volatility .
(i)  Daily (Chhota) STP
 In order to enable the investors to avail of the benefit of the daily volatility in the stock markets, a Daily STP (Chhota STP) facility is available to investors. An investor may opt for Daily STP of Rs. 100/- or in multiples of any 

amount in full rupee terms, on every Business Day against his other live investment made in lump sum/outstanding. Chhota STP works like a Daily SIP without involving transactions in Investor’s Bank Account where realization 
may delay the allotment of NAV and hence, is more efficient in itself.

(ii)  Combo SIP cum STP
 Under Combo SIP cum STP investors may transfer on daily basis Rs. 1 00/- or in multiples of any amount in full rupee terms to an Opted Scheme, per Business Day, as under.
a)  Out of Normal Investment: An investor against his existing or fresh lump sum investment may opt for this facility through daily STP where a transfer of Rs. 100 or any amount thereafter (in full rupee terms) on every Business 

Day will be effected by the AMC/its Registrar automatically during the opted period or till the out-scheme/ plan/option is able to transfer funds, whichever is earlier in any of Plan/ Option of the Scheme being an Open-ended 
Schemes.

b)  Out of SIP Investment: An investor may choose to avail of this facility against his existing/fresh SIP Account in any of the Open-endedSchemes/ Plans/ Options where transfer of Rs. 100/- or in multiples of any amount (in full 
rupee terms) through daily STP would be effected on each Business Day of the Scheme. Through this mechanism of regular inflow & outflow, the investor may invest higher amount through SIP and benefit from the Daily 
Volatility of the Market through daily STP with smaller amounts of Rs. 100/- per day or more for better riskadjusted returns. The investor can also choose multiple STP target Schemes/Plans/Options through this route as the 
amount of minimum investment per installment is very low.

In order to treat the Chhota STP/Combo SIP cum STP as valid one, the Investor is required to meet the minimum Investment amount of the targeted Options of the Scheme/Plan within 90 days of the Ist Installments of respective 
Chhota SIP/Combo SIP-cum-STP.
In case of non – fulfillment of Minimum Investment Criteria of the particular Option of the targeted Scheme/Plan under Chhota STP/Combo SIP-cum-STP facility within 90 days of the Ist Chhota STP/Ist Combo SIP-cum-STP due date, 
the AMC may, at its discretion redeem the allotted units at current NAV and remit the proceeds any time after the completion of specified period of 90 days, if not already redeemed by the investor.
In an out-going scheme folio, the Investor can also make investment through SIP or through Additional investment to meet the minimum Investment criteria of the Scheme/Plan concerned in order to avoid automatic redemption 
by the AMC.



SYSTEMATIC WITHDRAWAL PLAN (SWP ) :
In order help Investors to have uninterrupted inflow of funds from his existing investments regularly, the Scheme offers SWP as per following table:

Facility Options Frequency Permissible Dates Minimum Gap to 
start Instalment.

Minimum Amount Minimum 
Number of 
installments

Minimum 
Discontinuation 
Notice period 
from Investor

Auto Cancellation 
Condition

SWP

Fixed Amount 
Withdrawal 

(FAW)

Monthly 1st,5th,10th, 15th, 20th  & 25th

15 Calendar Days for 
Offline and 2 Business 

Days for Online 
Registratration

Rs. 1000/- each instalment. 
Further in multipes of Re 1/- 

Not Applicable

15 Calendar 
Days for Offline 
and 2 Business 
Days for Online  

cancellation 
request

In case, 5 consecutive 
SWP Installments fail

Quarterly
1st of any calendar month and 
subsequently every quarter 

Rs. 3000/- each instalment. 
Further in multipes of Re 1/- 

In case, 2 consecutive 
SWP Installments fail

Capital 
Appreciation 
Withdrawal 

(CAW)

Monthly 1st, 5th ,10th, 15th, 20th  & 25th Entire Capital Appreciation 
over preivous due date with 
a minimum of Rs. 500/- each 
instalment.

In case, 5 consecutive 
SWP Installments fail

Quarterly
1st of any calendar month and 
subsequently every quarter 

In case, 2 consecutive 
SWP Installments fail

This condition will, however, not be applicable in case of CAW where the condition of minimum SWP instalments could not be met due to the capital appreciation amount being less than Rs. 500/- in case of monthly 
and quarterly options.
Under SWP, the Investor shall have an option to predetermine the withdrawal of funds from the Scheme. SWP facility is available on monthly and quarterly basis on the specified dates mentioned in the above table i.e. 1st, 5th, 10th, 
15th, 20th and 25th of the month under monthly and 1st Business Day of the next month for quarterly SWP. However, the start of Ist installment of SWP is subject to the minimum gap of 15 Calendar Days for offline and 2 Business 
Days for online registratration prior to the next available chosen SWP due date. The next installment will be after 1 and 3 month/s of completion of 1st installment in respect of Monthly & Quarterly SWP due date respectively.
In case, it is not possible for the AMC/Registrar to start the SWP from the opted start date due to the insufficiency of time given by the investor, the AMC/Registrar will automatically process the first SWP on the opted date from the 
next month after the opted starting month e.g. In case investor applies for SWP on 18th June, 2022 for effecting Ist SWP from 1st July, 2022, AMC / its Registrar may process the same from 1st of August, 2022. In such a case, the 
ending period will be extended automatically by another month.
The Scheme offers following two Options under the SWP facility out of which the Investors may choose as per his plan :
(a) Fixed Amount Withdrawal (FAW):
Under this Option, the investor will have the facility to automate withdrawal of a fixed amount from the Scheme at Monthly / Quarterly intervals on the opted due date.
(b) Capital Appreciation Withdrawal (CAW):
Under Capital Appreciation Withdrawal facility, the investors will have the option to indicate automatic withdrawal of capital appreciation at varying time intervals over previous period, on monthly or quarterly basis with a minimum 
of Rs. 500/- each instalment.
Example: Mr. X has invested Rs. 10,000/- in the Scheme and instructs the AMC for CAW withdrawal on monthly basis. If his investment turns to be Rs. 10,700/- at the end of first month, the appreciated value of Rs. 700/- in this case 
would be automatically withdrawn from the Scheme and paid to him.
Minimum amount for withdrawal under SWP is fixed as under :
a. Fixed Amount Withdrawal (FAW): Rs.1,000/- per month or Rs.3,000/- per quarter and further in multiples of Re.1 /- thereafter.
b. Capital Appreciation Withdrawal(CAW) Entire Capital Appreciation over the previous due date to current due date subject to a minimum of Rs. 500 under both monthly and quarterly options.
In case, the opted SWP day falls on a non-business day, the next business day shall be deemed to be the transaction day for that month/ quarter.
This facility is not available for investments under locked-in / encumbered/ lien investments. All withdrawals under SWP including FAW & CAW options shall be considered as redemption with no further specific request or 
documentation requiring to be submitted by the unit holders.
All operational instructions of SWP including FAW options shall be in Rupees and not in Units.
For the respective date of processing the SWP request, an updated Account Statement / CAS showing the amount withdrawn under SWP together with balance units (post accounting the SWP) in their account shall be mailed to 
the unit holders.
In case, the balance falls below the prescribed minimum balance (based on applicable NAV) due to redemptions or SWP, the AMC reserves the right to discontinue the SWP facility and / or close an investor’s account if the investor 
fails to make fresh investment which is sufficient to bring the value of the account to the prescribed minimum (based on applicable NAV), or in case of failure of 5 consequent SWP instalment in respect of monthly and 2 in case of 
quarterly SWP.
Perpetual STP/SWP
An investor who does not want to opt for any specific period, may opt for Perpetual STP/SWP i.e. without mentioning any fixed period for his STP/SWP. Perpetual STP/SWP can be cancelled/discontinued only on the written request 
of the investor or on account of automatic discontinuation/cancellation in terms of provisions of the facility e.g. failure of 5 continuous installments for a particular monthly SIP date as set out above or insufficient balance in out-
scheme etc.
Discontinuation/Termination/Cancellation of STP/SWP:
In order to start the STP/ SWP, the investor must have a minimum investment of Rs. 5,000/- or above in the particular Option of the Scheme i.e. as per the minimum investment subscription amount (whichever is higher) applicable 
for the Scheme/Plan/Option on the 1st opted STP/SWP date. However, the investor is not required to maintain the same balance after processing the 1st STP/SWP installment. The last installment may be equivalent to or less than 
the opted installment amount.
No single installment under STP/SWP can exceed the outstanding invested amount divided by the number of installment chosen subject to the fulfillment of minimum STP/SWP criteria for respective frequency. In case of multiple 
STP/SWP dates, the total number of installments will be taken into account while fixing up the maximum installment amount.
Each application must comply all the terms and conditions independently for each Option of the Scheme/Plan/Option, failing which the respective STP/SWP will be treated as invalid and will be subject to the rejection/cancellation/
refund/auto redemption / revertal & reprocessing etc as per the discretion of the AMC. No two or more STP/SWP cases will be clubbed to determine the fulfillment of Minimum Investment Criteria.
Cancellation of STP/SWP on request by Investor
For discontinuation of STP/ SWP, the unitholder is required to intimate the AMC/ Registrar in writing through a signed request by all the jointholders and such request should reach the AMC/RTA , at least 15 Calendar Days (2 business 
days in case of online cancellation) prior to the next installment for the respective due date. On such request, STP/ SWP will be terminated and the transfer/ withdrawal instructions given by the investor will be treated as cancelled.
Further, in case of non-fulfilment of any other terms and conditions, the STP/SWP will be treated as cancelled/discontinued/terminated as per the discretion of the AMC.
General : 
1.  In case, the investor does not mention the name of Plan, Options, Sub-Options, AMC/Registrar will allot the units as per default Plans/Options/Sub-Options.  
2.   JM Financial Asset Management Ltd., its Registrars and other service providers shall not be responsible and liable for any damage/ compensation for any loss, damage, etc. incurred by the investor, in any manner. The investor 

assumes the entire risk of using this facility and takes full responsibility.
3.  Please refer the Statement of Additional Information/ Scheme Information Document/s and Key Information Memorandum for other details , terms and conditions.
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